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Chicago in 1900 is bursting with opportunity,
and Kitty Coakley is determined to make the
most of it. The youngest of seven children
born to Irish immigrants, she has little interest
in becoming simply a housewife. Inspired by her
entrepreneurial Aunt Mabel, who runs a millinery
boutique at Marshall Field’s, Kitty aspires to
become an independent, modern woman.
After her music teacher dashes her hopes of
becoming a professional singer, she refuses to
give up her dreams of a career. But when she
is courted by not one, but two young men, her
resolve is tested. Irish-Catholic Brian is familiar
and has the approval of her traditional, workingclass family. But wealthy, Protestant Henry, who
is a young architect in Daniel Burnham’s office,
provides an entrée for Kitty into another, more
exciting world. Will she sacrifice her ambitions
and choose a life with one of these men?
Joan Naper is a proud fifth-generation Chicagoan who is endlessly fascinated by the history and
possibility that can be found in her beloved hometown. After years working as a speechwriter and
editor, today she is the research communications director at a major university. This is her first novel.

Beautiful Dreamer was a semi-finalist in the 2008 Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award
contest and received the following review from Publishers Weekly:
A delightful coming-of-age story about a young Irish woman finding her way in Chicago in 1900. . . .
Wonderfully descriptive settings firmly place the book in turn-of-the-century Chicago and New Orleans,
where Kitty must choose between a comfortable, pre-approved path, or what her heart really desires.
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